
Protect Your School 
Against COVID-19

Use government issued emergency relief funding, such as the GEER and ESSER relief funds to purchase Tennant 
equipment and protect your school against the spread of COVID-19. Tennant equipment qualifies under the categories 
that include, but are not limited to: specialized cleaning supplies, sanitation, and cleaning equipment.

Scrubbers Sweepers Extractors VacuumsBurnishers

Increased Safety

Improved Air Quality

Increased Productivity

Tennant equipment allows operators to scrub, pick up and safely remove debris without ever 
handling directly. This “no touch” process increases their personal safety. Our robotic scrubbers do 
not require an operator, which lowers risk of potential exposure within certain areas of the facility. 

Tennant auto scrubber line, disposes water that contains any debris from going airborne and 
more importantly will transporting it to safe, controlled area for disposal. This protects operators 
and any personnel from exposure to this debris. This provides a safe and clean campus.

Our equipment increases the ability to clean more often. More frequent cleaning, paired with the 
ability to reallocate labor to high touch areas, such as disinfecting countertops, door handles and 
desks has a direct impact on preventing the spread of COVID-19.

Support

Training

Cleaning Plans

Service

Comprehensive field service coverage available. . This means your machine 
will have the maximum uptime with one easy contact number and Tennant 
parts designed to fit your machine.

Tennant has been in the cleaning industry for over 150 years. We can help 
develop a plan specifically for your facilities and operators.

Tennant provides onsite machine training to confirm proper use and best 
practices. This ensures the safety of the operator and ensures the machine is 
used in the most efficient way possible to clean your facility.

Robotic Scrubbers

Contact your Tennant representative today to learn more 
about how to use GEER & ESSR funds to protect your school. 
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